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STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINDINGS 
FOR CEASE AND DESIST AND RESTORATION ORDERS 
 
 

CONSENT CEASE AND DESIST 
ORDER TO RANCHO DE LAS 
PULGAS, INC. AND BARRY 
MAITEN: 

CCC-08-CD-05 

                                                                        

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER TO 
HOLCOMB ENGINEERING 
CONTRACTORS INC. AND ROBERT 
HOLCOMB: 

CCC-08-CD-06 

CONSENT RESTORATION ORDER 
TO RANCHO DE LAS PULGAS, INC. 
AND BARRY MAITEN: 

CCC-08-RO-02 

RELATED VIOLATION FILE: V-5-03-173 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY:  16421 Pacific Coast Highway, Pacific Palisades; 
City and County of Los Angeles; Assessor’s 
Parcel No. 4414-018-002   
 

PROPERTY OWNER: Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. 
 

PERSONS SUBJECT TO THESE 
ORDERS: 

1. Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc., 
2. Barry Maiten, 
3. Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc., and 
4. Robert Holcomb 
 

VIOLATION DESCRIPTION: 
 
 

Dumping of fill material, including, but not 
limited to, concrete rubble, construction debris, 
and dirt, in a blue line stream and 
environmentally-sensitive riparian and coastal 
sage scrub habitat, and removal of major 
vegetation without a permit and in violation of 
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an existing permit. 
 

SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS: 1) Coastal Development Permit 5-98-301 
2) Coastal Development Permit 5-01-423 
3) Public files contained in violation files for 
Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders CCC-
08-CD-05, CCC-08-CD-06, and CCC-08-RO-02 
4) Exhibits 1-13 
 

CEQA STATUS: Exempt (CEQA Guidelines (CG) §§ 15060(c)(2) 
and (3)) and Categorically Exempt (CG §§ 
15061(b)(2), 15307, 15308 and 15321). 

  

 
 
I. SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the Commission approve Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders 
(“Orders,” as described below) to 1) cease any further development on the property at issue 
unless (a) authorized pursuant to the permitting provisions of the Coastal Act and consistent with 
any and all existing permits, or (b) specifically required under these Orders to effectuate the 
terms and conditions of these Orders, and 2) restore the area in and around the area of the subject 
property disturbed by the unpermitted development. The unpermitted development on the subject 
property that is the focus of this report and is addressed by the proposed Orders includes 
dumping of concrete rubble, construction debris and dirt in a blue line stream and 
environmentally-sensitive riparian and coastal sage scrub habitat, and consequent destruction and 
removal of major vegetation, on multiple occasions. The unpermitted dumping altered the bed of 
a blue line stream, negatively impacted the water quality of a stream and coastal waters, 
smothered major vegetation, and disturbed ESHA, as more fully discussed herein1.  In addition 
to being unpermitted, the “fill” was placed in an area that was previously restored and vegetated 
with native plants by the property owner, Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. (“Rancho Pulgas”), 
pursuant to Coastal Development Permit (“CDP”) No. 5-98-301 (Exhibit #11).  The placement 
of the fill was both unpermitted and in direct conflict with the terms and conditions of CDP No. 
5-98-301. 
 
The landowner, Rancho Pulgas, through its president, Barry Maiten, has agreed to settle this 
matter through Consent Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders, as described in the attached 
Orders, and Rancho Pulgas is cooperating and will be voluntarily remedying the violation by 
restoring areas that were disturbed when the materials were placed in a riparian area and stream 
in order to shore up a private road on Rancho Pulgas property and, paying a fine so as to settle 

                                            
1 See Section IV, E, iii, herein. 
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the matter altogether.2 Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc. (“Holcomb Engineering”), the 
contractor that undertook the unpermitted development including dumping materials, including 
those apparently intended to shore up the private road on Rancho Pulgas property, has not settled 
this matter or agreed to a consent order.  Therefore, staff is recommending issuance of a regular 
Cease and Desist Order against the non-settling parties, Holcomb Engineering and Robert 
Holcomb.3   
 
Background 
 
The subject property is a 27-acre parcel that encompasses most of lower Las Pulgas Canyon; the 
lower portion of the canyon lies between Sunset Boulevard and Pacific Coast Highway (Exhibit 
#1).  Las Pulgas Canyon extends from the ridges of the Santa Monica Mountains to the coastline; 
the canyon walls range from 150 to 200 feet in height (Exhibit #2). The steep slopes and canyon 
bottom support dense chaparral and coastal sage scrub intermixed with non-native vegetation. 
Las Pulgas Creek, a blue line stream, as mapped by the U.S. Geological Survey, runs through the 
canyon bottom and is lined by willows, sycamores, and riparian vegetation.  The Commission 
found the riparian area and stream to be an environmentally sensitive habitat area (“ESHA”) in 
prior coastal development permits related to the site.  In the vicinity of the area disturbed by the 
unpermitted development, the creek is naturally soft-bottomed but scattered with concrete 
deposited in the creek by an upcreek, collapsing spillway that predates the Coastal Act.   
 
The rims of the canyon are developed with single-family residences along both the east and west 
sides of the canyon. Development in the canyon includes a one-story residential structure near 
the mouth of the canyon (near Pacific Coast Highway) and a private road, which is paved at the 
mouth of the canyon, but becomes dirt as it trends from Pacific Coast Highway up through the 
canyon and past the site of the unpermitted dumping.  The road is cut into the canyon slope thirty 
to forty feet above the creek.  Above the area of creek and canyon slope where the unpermitted 
fill material was dumped, the dirt road crosses an area of artificial fill (“land bridge”) placed 
across the mouth of a tributary canyon entering from the east.  The original construction of the 
land bridge predates the Coastal Act.  
 
A locked gate at the mouth of the canyon at Pacific Coast Highway restricts access to the 
canyon.  Rancho Pulgas and Mr. Maiten maintain the lock and control access to the canyon.  
Rancho Pulgas provided Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering with keys and lock 
combinations to the canyon gate. 
 
In response to reports from canyon rim residents, staff contacted Robert Holcomb on July 18, 
2003, regarding dumping of dirt and debris in the riparian area at the subject property.  Mr. 

                                            
2 In addition to owning the property, Rancho Pulgas and Mr. Maiten control the locked gate and road on the 
property and, accordingly, were responsible for allowing Holcomb Engineering and Mr. Holcomb onto the property 
to dump the fill materials at issue, including those apparently used to shore up the road.   
3Robert Holcomb previously admitted to dumping fill on the property that he had hauled away from a property in 
Malibu.  Mr. Holcomb hauled the fill from the property in Malibu in his capacity with Holcomb Engineering.  
Therefore, these Orders are directed to both parties. 
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Holcomb confirmed that he had placed fill material on the canyon slope and the stream bank 
below the road in order to armor the road against the erosive action of the creek. (Exhibit #3)  
Mr. Holcomb indicated that the source of the dumped construction material was a construction 
project located in Malibu. (Exhibit #4) Mr. Holcomb identified that Malibu construction project, 
and Commission staff records show that this project involved the removal and disposal of 
construction debris, including concrete rubble, from that property. In connection with that 
project, Holcomb Engineering and the owners of two lots on Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu 
entered into a contract for demolition and removal of all gunite, shrubs and debris necessary to 
complete the work.  As quoted in a letter from the representative of the properties in Malibu, the 
contract specifically states that Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc., will “legally dispose of 
debris” and “any material from our demolition work becomes the property of Holcomb 
Engineering Contractors Inc.” (Exhibit #12) That Malibu construction project was underway at 
the same time the construction debris was dumped in Las Pulgas Creek. 
 
Commission staff visited the Las Pulgas site on October 8, 2003, with Mr. Holcomb, who 
attended the meeting at the direction of Rancho Pulgas, and confirmed the presence of the 
unpermitted fill in the riparian area. 
 
After correspondence and discussions with staff during 2004 and 2005, Rancho Pulgas stated in 
a letter dated April 15, 2005, that it was willing to prepare a plan to restore the impacted area. 
Subsequently, Rancho Pulgas agreed to pay a fine for violating the Coastal Act and permit as 
well. Staff sent a Notice of Intent to Commence Cease and Desist and Restoration Order 
Proceedings and to Record a Notice of Violation of the Coastal Act to Rancho Pulgas on August 
5, 2005. (Exhibit #7)  A Notice of Intent to Commence Cease and Desist and Restoration Order 
Proceedings was also sent to Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering on August 12, 2005. 
(Exhibit #8)  
 
After two years of meetings and correspondence between staff and Rancho Pulgas’s 
representatives to discuss restoration of the site and resolution of the violation, on February 26, 
2008, Rancho Pulgas agreed to remedy the violation and agreed to a monetary settlement amount 
of $40,000.  Despite staff’s attempts to reach a settlement agreement with Robert Holcomb and 
Holcomb Engineering, Mr. Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering have not agreed to the issuance 
of a cease and desist order. 
 
Legal Elements 
 
In order to issue a Cease and Desist Order under Section 30810 of the Coastal Act regarding an 
activity that has already occurred, the Commission must find that the activity that is the subject 
of the order has occurred either without a required coastal development permit (“CDP”) or in 
violation of a previously issued CDP. The activity that has occurred at the subject property 
constitutes development as defined in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act.  The development was 
undertaken without a CDP, in violation of Section 30600 of the Coastal Act.  In addition, the 
placement of fill material in the creek is directly inconsistent with the terms and conditions of 
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CDP No. 5-98-301.  Thus, the Commission has the authority to issue a Cease and Desist Order in 
this matter.   
 
In order to issue a Restoration Order under Section 30811 of the Coastal Act, the Commission 
must find that development 1) has occurred without a CDP, 2) is inconsistent with the Coastal 
Act, and 3) is causing continuing resource damage. The placement of fill material in a riparian 
area is inconsistent with Coastal Act Sections 30240 (protection of ESHA), 30231 (protection of 
Water Quality), and 30253 (Maintenance of Geologic Stability).  The unpermitted development 
is also causing continuing resource damage, as defined by Section 13190 of the Commission’s 
regulations.  The unpermitted development remains in and adjacent to the riparian area and 
stream on the subject property and the continued presence of the unpermitted development will 
lead to further degradation of the water quality and habitat value of this ESHA, as well as 
continued erosion  of the stream banks. 
 
Jurisdiction 
 
The Coastal Commission has jurisdiction to take enforcement action to remedy this violation 
because the property is located within the coastal zone in the City of Los Angeles.  Due to its 
proximity to a stream, the unpermitted development lies in an area known in the City of Los 
Angeles permit program as the “Dual Permit Jurisdiction” area.  In addition, the violation 
involves development that is addressed by a CDP previously approved by the Commission.  
 
The Orders and Staff Recommendation  
 
Commission staff has worked closely with the landowner to reach an agreement on Consent 
Cease and Desist Order CCC-08-CD-05 and Consent Restoration Order CCC-08-RO-02 to 
resolve these issues amicably. The landowner has agreed to restore the impacted riparian and 
coastal sage scrub habitats by removing concrete rubble from the canyon slope, planting the 
canyon slope with native plants, and, through a five-year monitoring and maintenance program, 
ensuring the ongoing success of the restoration program.   Staff recommends approval of these 
Consent Orders in order to achieve full restoration of the site and enhancement of the native 
vegetation in this area, and to fully resolve this violation.  
 
Although Commission staff was not able to reach a settlement with Mr. Holcomb and Holcomb 
Engineering, we recommend issuance of the Cease and Desist Order to these parties to ensure 
that they will cease and desist from further unpermitted activities at the site, and moreover, to 
ensure that they will not impede the important restoration work to be done under the Consent 
Orders. 
 
II.  HEARING PROCEDURES 
 
The procedures for a hearing on a Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order are outlined in 
Title 14, Division 5.5, Section 13185 of the California Code of Regulations.    
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For a Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order hearing, the Chair shall announce the matter 
and request that all parties or their representatives present at the hearing identify themselves for 
the record, indicate what matters are already part of the record, and announce the rules of the 
proceeding including time limits for presentations.  The Chair shall also announce the right of 
any speaker to propose to the Commission, before the close of the hearing, any question(s) for 
any Commissioner, at his or her discretion, to ask of any other party.  Staff shall then present the 
report and recommendation to the Commission, after which the alleged violator(s) or their 
representative(s) may present their position(s) with particular attention to those areas where an 
actual controversy exists.  The Chair may then recognize other interested persons after which 
time Staff typically responds to the testimony and to any new evidence introduced. 
 
The Commission should receive, consider, and evaluate evidence in accordance with the same 
standards it uses in its other quasi-judicial proceedings, as specified in Title 14, California Code 
of Regulations Section 13186, incorporating by reference Section 13065.  The Chair will close 
the public hearing after the presentations are completed.  The Commissioners may ask questions 
to any speaker at any time during the hearing or deliberations, including, if any Commissioner 
chooses, any questions proposed by any speaker in the manner noted above.  Finally, the 
Commission shall determine, by a majority vote of those present and voting, whether to issue the 
Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order, either in the form recommended by the Executive 
Director, or as amended by the Commission.  Passage of a motion, per Staff recommendation or 
as amended by the Commission, will result in issuance of the Cease and Desist Order and 
Restoration Order. 
 
III. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Staff recommends that the Commission approve the following three motions: 
 
Barry Maiten and Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. 
 
1(a)  Motion 
 

I move that the Commission issue Consent Cease and Desist Order No.  
CCC-08-CD-05  pursuant to the staff recommendation.  

 
1(b)  Staff Recommendation of Approval 
 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in issuance of the Consent 
Cease and Desist Order.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of 
Commissioners present.  
 
1(c)  Resolution to Issue Consent Cease and Desist Order 
 
The Commission hereby issues Consent Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-08-CD-05, as set forth 
below, and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that development has occurred 
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without a coastal development permit and that development has occurred in non-compliance with 
the terms and conditions of CDP No. 5-98-301. 
 
2(a)  Motion  
 

I move that the Commission issue Consent Restoration Order No.  
CCC-08-RO-02 pursuant to the staff recommendation.    

 
2(b)  Staff Recommendation of Approval 
 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in issuance of the Consent 
Restoration Order.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of 
Commissioners present.  
 
2(c)  Resolution to Issue Consent Restoration Order 
 
The Commission hereby issues Consent Restoration Order number CCC-08-RO-02, as set forth 
below, and adopts the findings set forth below on the grounds that development has occurred 
without a coastal development permit, the development is inconsistent with the Coastal Act, and 
the development is causing continuing resource damage. 
 
Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc. 
 
3(a)  Motion  
 

 I move that the Commission issue Cease and Desist Order No.  
CCC-08-CD-06 pursuant to the staff recommendation.  

 
3(b)  Staff Recommendation of Approval 
 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in issuance of the Cease and 
Desist Order.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of Commissioners 
present.  
 
3(c)  Resolution to Issue Cease and Desist Order 
 
The Commission hereby issues Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-08-CD-06, as set forth below, 
and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that development has occurred without a 
coastal development permit and in non-compliance with the terms and conditions of CDP No. 5-
98-301. 
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IV. FINDINGS FOR CONSENT CEASE AND DESIST ORDER NO. CCC-08-CD-05, 

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER CCC-08-CD-06 AND CONSENT RESTORATION 
ORDER CCC-08-RO-02 

 
The Commission hereby adopts the following findings of fact in support of its action.  These 
findings also hereby incorporate by reference Section I of the April 24, 2008 staff report (“Staff 
Recommendations and Findings for Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders”) in which these 
findings appear, which section is entitled “Summary of Staff Recommendation.” 
 
A. Description of Unpermitted Development 
 
The unpermitted development that is the subject of these Orders consists of the dumping of  
concrete rubble,  construction debris and dirt, imported from other unrelated properties, directly 
into a blue line stream and into adjacent coastal sage scrub and riparian vegetation.  The 
unpermitted dumping altered the bed of a blue line stream, smothered major vegetation, and 
disturbed ESHA. In addition, the unpermitted dumping occurred in an area vegetated by Rancho 
Pulgas with native plants pursuant to CDP No. 5-98-301 and is inconsistent with the terms and 
conditions of that permit.  
 
B. Background: Commission’s Actions and History of Violation on the Subject 

Property 
 
On  December 15, 1999, the Commission issued Coastal Development Permit No. 5-98-301 to 
authorize Rancho Pulgas to undertake development including repair and replacement of an 
existing 7’10” fence and gate located at the mouth of Las Pulgas Canyon, clearing of vegetation 
from two segments of a concrete-lined flood control channel located on the subject property, and 
planting and maintenance of vegetation along portions of the creek bank. Barry Maiten signed 
the permit in his capacity of president of Rancho Pulgas, on December 29, 1999.  The 
unpermitted dumping that is the subject of the instant Orders occurred in part on the canyon 
slope that was proposed to be planted and maintained by Rancho Pulgas in its application for 
CDP No. 5-98-301. The planting and maintenance of the creek bank was detailed in the Las 
Pulgas Canyon Basic Maintenance Program that the applicant proposed and that the Commission 
incorporated into the terms of CDP No. 5-98-301. The staff report for CDP No. 5-98-301 states 
that “the applicant is proposing an on-going maintenance program in order to minimize erosion 
and reduce the spread of non-native plants from uphill and from the surrounding development.” 
Item number 4 of the maintenance program states that “annual native plants may be seeded on a 
yearly basis or less often on sparsely vegetated slopes adjacent to riparian areas or roadways.”  
Pursuant to the maintenance program that was incorporated into CDP No. 5-98-301, the 
applicant planted and seeded the creek bank with rows of native plants on January 28, 1999.  In 
March of the same year, the applicant’s ecologist reported that the native plants were established. 
(Exhibit #13) 
 
In addition, Special Condition No. 1 of CDP No. 5-98-301 required the property owner to apply 
for a CDP before undertaking any future streambed alterations or vegetation removal within 50’ 
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of the outside edge of the streambed.  Also, by accepting Special Condition No. 3, Rancho 
Pulgas acknowledged that any change in use or alignment of the streambed requires an 
amendment to CDP No. 5-98-301.  Rancho Pulgas did not apply for or obtain an additional CDP 
or an amendment to CDP No. 5-98-301 before undertaking the unpermitted development.    
 
In early July 2003, Commission staff received a report that dumping of dirt and debris into a 
riparian area located at 16421 Pacific Coast Highway had recently occurred.  On July 18, 2003, 
staff telephoned Robert Holcomb of Holcomb Engineering, regarding placement of fill on the 
site.  Mr. Holcomb admitted to staff that he had placed fill on the road shoulder, allegedly to 
armor the road as the stream bank and canyon slope below the road eroded. Staff informed Mr. 
Holcomb that any future placement of fill on the subject property would constitute a knowing 
and intentional violation of the Coastal Act and asked Mr. Holcomb to contact staff the following 
week to discuss resolution of the violation. On August 13, 2003, a neighbor photographed a 
dump truck depositing additional imported fill materials at the site.  Newly dumped mounds of 
dirt were observed on August 14th and September 24th. Staff visited the site on October 8, 2003 
with Mr. Holcomb, who attended the meeting at the direction of the landowner, and confirmed 
the presence of fill on the canyon slope that descends into the riparian area below the road and in 
the riparian area itself. As discussed more fully in Section IV.E.iii. below, this unpermitted 
development altered the bed of a blue line stream, destroyed and removed major vegetation, and 
disturbed ESHA.  While on site, staff informed Mr. Holcomb that restoration of the site was 
necessary.   
  

i. Enforcement efforts to reach a resolution with Rancho Pulgas and Barry 
Maiten 

 
In a Notice of Violation letter to Rancho Pulgas, dated May 17, 2004 (Exhibit #5) staff 
requested that Rancho Pulgas resolve the violation by submitting an application for a CDP to 
either: 1) authorize the development after-the-fact, 2) remove the unpermitted development and 
restore the site, or 3) restore the site and authorize an alternative mode of slope stabilization. On 
July 20, 2004, staff mailed a second Notice of Violation letter to Rancho Pulgas (Exhibit #6).  
Both Notice of Violation letters notified Rancho Pulgas of the potential for the Executive 
Director to record a Notice of Violation, pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30812, in this matter.  
 
On January 18, 2005, Commission staff met with Rancho Pulgas’ agent, Dr. Klaus Radtke, on 
the property, to discuss restoring the disturbed area. During a subsequent phone conference on 
January 21, 2005 with Dr. Radtke, staff discussed authorizing restoration of the site with a 
consent order. In a letter to Rancho Pulgas, dated April 6, 2005, staff elaborated on the 
possibility of resolving the violation with a consent order. Barry Maiten, president of Rancho 
Pulgas, responded in a letter received on April 19, 2005 that he was willing to remove 
unpermitted development and revegetate the site.  Dr. Radtke prepared a plan for recommended 
restoration and submitted it to Commission staff on April 25, 2005.  
 
On August 5, 2005, staff sent a Notice of Intent (NOI) to Commence Cease and Desist and 
Restoration Order Proceedings to Rancho Pulgas, as a first step towards securing Commission 
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issuance of such consent orders to authorize the work under the Coastal Act.  The NOI stated the 
basis for issuance of the proposed Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders and provided the 
opportunity to respond to the allegations in the NOI with a Statement of Defense form, pursuant 
to the applicable Coastal Act regulations.  Mr. Maiten requested an extension of the Statement of 
Defense deadline via facsimile on August 12, 2005 in order to allow Dr. Radtke, who was in the 
process of relocating outside the state, time to review the NOI. On August 15, 2005, Commission 
staff sent Rancho Pulgas a letter extending the deadline to October 3, 2005.   Dr. Radtke 
informed staff on September 22, 2005, that Rancho Pulgas would not submit a Statement of 
Defense and agreed to work towards a consent order authorizing restoration of the site. 
 
The August 5, 2005 NOI to Rancho Pulgas also notified Rancho Pulgas of the Executive 
Director’s intent to record a Notice of Violation of the Coastal Act.  Section 30812(d) of the 
Coastal Act provides that if the Commission determines, based on substantial evidence, that a 
violation has occurred on the subject property, a Notice of Violation can be recorded against the 
subject property to provide notice to any potential purchasers regarding the presence of the 
violation. Section 30812(b) authorizes the Executive Director to record such a notice based on an 
Executive Director determination of a violation if the property owner does not respond to the 
NOI within 20 days of the postmarked mailing of the NOI.  If, on the other hand, the property 
owner responds to the NOI within the 20 days and objects to the recordation of such a notice, the 
Commission must hold a hearing on the matter.  As of October 6, 2005, the Commission had not 
received a written objection to the recordation of the Notice of Violation. Los Angeles County 
recorded the Notice of Violation on October 6, 2005, as provided for under Section 30812 of the 
Coastal Act (Exhibit #9).4

 
In response to the claims of Rancho Pulgas that concrete rubble could not be removed safely 
from the canyon slope, staff visited the property on January 18, 2006, with the Mr. Maiten and 
Commission staff coastal engineer Lesley Ewing.  Ms. Ewing opined that the concrete visible on 
the slope could in fact be removed, provided that adequate safety measures were taken.  Staff 
also informed Mr. Maiten that the proposed restoration plan submitted on April 25, 2005 was 
deficient in several aspects.  Staff elaborated on these deficiencies in a letter to Rancho Pulgas 
dated May 17, 2006.  On November 27, 2006, Rancho Pulgas’s new biological consultant, 
Compliance Biology, submitted a revised proposal for restoration in response to staff’s 
comments (Exhibit #10). After staff ecologist Jonna Engel reviewed the newly revised proposal 
for restoration, staff provided further comments on July 31, 2007.   
 
On January 30, 2008, staff discussed with Rancho Pulgas’s representatives, Justin and Alan 
Block, a monetary settlement to resolve the penalty portion of this matter, so as to avoid the need 
any further proceedings altogether. On February 26, 2008, Rancho Pulgas agreed to a monetary 
settlement amount of $40,000. 
 

ii. Enforcement efforts to reach a resolution with Holcomb Engineering and 
Robert Holcomb 

 
4 It should be noted that, pursuant to section 30812 of the Coastal Act, such notice will be rescinded after final 
resolution of the violations at issue. 
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In a Notice of Violation letter to Holcomb Engineering, dated August, 4 2005, staff requested 
that Holcomb Engineering resolve the violation by assisting Rancho Pulgas in submission of a 
complete restoration plan and agreeing to pay participate in the other elements of the settlement, 
so as to fully resolve the matter. Holcomb Engineering’s attorney responded in a letter dated 
August 12, 2005, that Holcomb Engineering would not agree to assist in the restoration of the 
site or to pay settlement monies.  On August 12, 2005, Commission staff sent a NOI to 
Commence Cease and Desist and Restoration Order Proceedings to Holcomb Engineering.  The 
NOI stated the basis for issuance of the proposed Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders and 
provided the opportunity to respond to the allegations in the NOI with a Statement of Defense 
form.  Holcomb Engineering did not return the Statement of Defense by the September 12, 2005 
deadline set in the NOI.  As of the date of this report, Holcomb Engineering has not submitted a 
Statement of Defense.   
 
In an effort to settle this matter consensually, staff mailed a draft consent cease and desist and 
restoration order to Holcomb Engineering on December 16, 2005.  Holcomb Engineering 
declined to agree to the consent order. On June 6, 2006 staff met with Mr. Holcomb to discuss 
his past involvement with the property.  Contrary to his admission to staff in 2003 that he had 
dumped the fill on the canyon slope and creek bed to shore up the road, Mr. Holcomb then 
denied responsibility for the dumping of dirt and debris that is the subject of these Orders. He 
stated that he had an agreement with the property owner to grade the road and clear weeds.  
According to Mr. Holcomb in June of 2006, on a few occasions, he pushed piles of dirt that had 
been placed on the road into the creek and also cleared a concrete-lined section of the creek with 
a tractor and excavator.  On one occasion, according to Mr. Holcomb, he dumped 40 to 50 cubic 
yards of soil on the road shoulder across the road from the site of the subject unpermitted 
development. He stated that he performed these activities in exchange for parking on the site.   
 
In a July 12, 2006 telephone call, Staff requested that Mr. Holcomb settle this matter by agreeing 
to issuance of a cease and desist order. Mr. Holcomb did not agree to settle. In a April 7, 2008 
letter, staff again requested that Mr. Holcomb agree to issuance of a cease and desist order, but 
Mr. Holcomb has continued to refuse to do so. 
 
C. Legal Standard for Issuance of Cease and Desist Order 
 
The statutory authority for issuance of this Cease and Desist Order is provided in Section 30810 
of the Coastal Act, which states, in relevant part: 
 

a) If the commission, after public hearing, determines that any person…has 
undertaken, or is threatening to undertake, any activity that 1) requires a permit 
from the commission without securing the permit or 2) is inconsistent with any 
permit previously issued by the commission, the commission may issue an order 
directing that person…to cease and desist. . . .  

 
b)  The cease and desist order may be subject to such terms and conditions  
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as the commission may determine are necessary to ensure compliance with this 
division, including immediate removal of any development or material… 

 
D. Legal Standard for Issuance of Restoration Order 
 
The statutory authority for issuance of this Restoration Order is provided in Section 30811 of the 
Coastal Act, which states, in relevant part: 
 

In addition to any other authority to order restoration, the commission… may, after a 
public hearing, order restoration of a site if it finds that the development has occurred 
without a coastal development permit from the commission … , the development is 
inconsistent with this division [the Coastal Act], and the development is causing 
continuing resource damage. 

 
E. Bases for Issuance of Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders 
 
The following paragraphs set forth the basis for the issuance of the Cease and Desist and 
Restoration Orders by providing substantial evidence that the development meets all of the 
required grounds listed in Section 30810 and 30811 for the Commission to issue a Cease and 
Desist Order and Restoration Order. 
 

i.  Development has Occurred without a Coastal Development Permit  
 

The development activity that has occurred on the subject property meets the definition of 
“development” set forth in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act.  This definition includes but is not 
limited to: “the placement or erection of any solid material or structure…; discharge or disposal 
of any…waste;…and the removal or harvesting of major vegetation other than for agricultural 
purposes, kelp harvesting, and timber operations….” In this case, the placement of dirt, debris 
and rubble and the smothering of native vegetation are “development” as defined by Section 
30106. In burying native vegetation, the fill destroyed the vegetation and blocked sunlight 
necessary for plant survival, and thus, effectively removed major vegetation by killing it.  
Section 30600(a) of the Coastal Act requires that any person wishing to undertake 
“development” must obtain a coastal development permit.  No coastal development permit has 
been applied for or issued for the subject unpermitted development.   
 
The unpermitted development is also not exempt from the Coastal Act’s permitting requirements 
under Section 30610 of the Coastal Act and Sections 13250-13253, California Code of 
Regulations, Title 14, or under any other provision of the Coastal Act or the Commission’s 
regulations.  Section 30610 of the Coastal Act provides that certain types of development are 
exempt from the coastal development permit requirements, but the subject activities do not fall 
under any of those exemptions.  Even if the subject activities constituted repair and maintenance, 
which they do not, pursuant to Sections 13252 (a)(3)(A) and (a)(3)(B) of the Commission’s 
regulations, the activity would not be exempt because it involves a risk of substantial adverse 
environmental impact. Section 13252 (a)(3)(A) requires a coastal development permit for repair 
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and maintenance activities involving the placement of solid material within 50 feet of ESHA or 
within 20 feet of a stream.  Section 13252 (a)(3)(B) requires a coastal development permit for 
repair and maintenance activities involving the presence of mechanized equipment within 50 feet 
of ESHA.  The subject activities meet both criteria. 
 
The development is not exempt and was undertaken without a coastal development permit, in 
violation of Coastal Act Section 30600. Therefore, the Commission has the authority to issue a 
Cease and Desist Order, with respect to the unpermitted development at issue, under Section 
30810 of the Coastal Act.   
 

ii.  Inconsistency with Terms and Conditions of Previously Issued Permit 
 
The unpermitted development is also inconsistent with the terms and conditions of a previously 
approved CDP.  On June 11, 1999, the Commission approved CDP No. 5-98-301 (Exhibit #11) 
to authorize Rancho Pulgas to undertake a number of activities, including repairing and replacing 
an existing fence and gate, realigning and dedicating a hiking trail, clearing vegetation from two 
segments of a concrete-lined flood control channel, trimming a partially fallen willow tree and 
planting and maintaining an area of the creek bank. The creek bank area that was planted as 
proposed by Rancho Pulgas in its application for CDP No. 5-98-301 was impacted by the 
unpermitted development at issue here. The Commission attached seven special conditions to the 
permit to ensure that the development approved pursuant to the permit would be undertaken in 
conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.  The unpermitted development at 
issue in this matter is inconsistent with at least three provisions of the permit.   
 

1. Special Condition 1  
 
Special Condition 1 attached to CDP No. 5-98-301 addresses development that may constitute 
streambed alteration, such as use of heavy equipment and vegetation removal within 50 feet of 
the streambed, and reads as follows: 
 

By accepting this permit, the applicant agrees before undertaking any such 
development to apply for a Coastal Development Permit for any use of heavy 
equipment, future streambed alterations and any vegetation removal within 50’ of 
the outside edge of the streambed including the channelized streambed. 

 
2. Special Condition 3  

 
Also, Special Condition 3 states: 
 

With the acceptance of this permit, the applicant acknowledges that any change in 
use or alignment of the streambed, as approved by this permit, will require an 
amendment to this permit. 
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The unpermitted dumping of dirt, debris and rubble into Las Pulgas Creek and riparian area 
buried the natural stream bank, affected the flow of the stream, and smothered vegetation within 
50’ of the creek.  Therefore, the deposition of fill was not in compliance with the terms and 
conditions of CDP No. 5-98-301, including Special Conditions 1 and 3,  and was not authorized 
by an amendment to the permit. 
 

3. Incorporated Maintenance Plan 
 
Furthermore, the unpermitted deposition of fill does not conform to the on-going maintenance 
program for the subject property that Rancho Pulgas proposed in its application for CDP No. 5-
98-301 and which the Commission accepted and incorporated into the terms of the permit issued 
to Rancho Pulgas. The Las Pulgas Canyon Basic Maintenance Program, signed by Mr. Maiten as 
the president of Rancho Pulgas states: 
 

 No work shall be performed in the still-functioning riparian areas of the canyon, such as 
riparian areas where native plants are still present alone or in conjunction with non-
native species and any areas where the channel is not concrete-lined or not channeled 
through storm drains, unless requested by Flood Control or other agencies having 
jurisdiction over the area and subject to a permit from the Department of Fish & Game 
or a letter of exemption stating that no permit is needed for such work. 

 
The dumping at issue occurred in an area where riparian vegetation was present and where the 
creek in not concrete lined or channelized, and is therefore inconsistent with the terms of the 
approved maintenance program, which was part of CDP No. 5-98-301. 
 

iii. The Unpermitted Development is Inconsistent with the Coastal Act 
 
The unpermitted development meets the definition of “development” which requires a coastal 
development permit.  A coastal development permit may be approved only when development is 
consistent with the resource protection policies contained in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.   The 
unpermitted development is not consistent with the following Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act (described in detail below): Sections 30231, 30240, and 30253.   
 

 Section 30231 - Water Quality  
 

Coastal Act Section 30231 states: 
 

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, 
and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms and for the 
protection of human health shall be maintained and, where feasible, restored through, 
among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges and entrainment, 
controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies and substantial 
interference with surface water flow, encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining 
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natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimizing alteration of 
natural streams. (emphasis added) 

 
The unpermitted placement of dirt, debris and rubble into Las Pulgas Creek has altered the 
stream and negatively impacted the quality of coastal waters. The dirt dumped directly into the 
creek inevitably diminished the stream’s water quality by increasing the turbidity of the creek 
and smothering the stream’s natural vegetative buffer.  The dumping into the riparian area may 
also have had, and may be continuing to have, long term effects on the creek’s water quality, as 
well as the water quality of nearshore waters during heavy flows. Concrete rubble introduced 
into Las Pulgas Creek along with the dirt could armor the stream bank and bed.  The accelerated 
stream flow of an armored stream exacerbates erosion, and, consequently, further undercuts the 
creek’s vegetative buffer.  The loss of surface vegetation, ground cover, and subsurface rootstock 
and the increase in areas of bare soil facilitates the movement of sediment into the creek and, 
ultimately, the ocean, and thus, increases the turbidity of the stream and nearshore waters.  
Increased sedimentation and turbidity diminish the biological productivity of a water body by 
reducing water clarity and increasing water temperature. Excessive sedimentation due to 
construction has cumulatively resulted in the loss of rocky bottom habitat and kelp beds off shore 
of Los Angeles County.  During heavy flows (a low-flow diversion is installed at the mouth of 
the creek) Las Pulgas Creek flows into the Santa Monica Bay in close proximity to the rocky 
bottom habitat present at the terminus of Sunset Boulevard.  
 
The unpermitted development also adversely impacted the habitat value of the stream and 
riparian area, as discussed below in the ESHA section, and thus reduced the biological 
productivity of the creek. Since the unpermitted development negatively impacts the quality of 
coastal waters and lowered the biological productivity of Las Pulgas Creek and nearshore waters, 
it is not consistent with Section 30231 of the Coastal Act.  
  
 Section 30240 - Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas 

 
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) are defined by Coastal Act Section 30107.5 as: 
 

… area[s]  in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or especially 
valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which could be easily 
disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.   
 

In CDP No.s 5-98-301 and 5-01-423, the Commission already specifically found Las Pulgas 
Creek and the riparian habitat it supports to be ESHA.  Riparian areas are a complex habitat type, 
containing a highly diverse community of plants and animals. Las Pulgas Creek and the riparian 
habitat it supports were directly impacted by the dumping, which partially filled the canyon 
containing this drainage.  Las Pulgas Creek runs along the canyon bottom and is lined by 
willows, sycamores, and riparian vegetation, as well as non-native plants, for much of its length.  
The canyon slopes support dense areas of coastal sage scrub and chaparral vegetation. On 
January 28, 1999, pursuant to maintenance plan submitted in conjunction with CDP No. 5-98-
301, the area that would later be impacted by the unpermitted development was seeded with a 
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native seed mix.  In March of the same year, the applicant’s ecologist reported that the native 
plants were established.   
 
Coastal Act Section 30240(a) states: 
 

Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant 
disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed 
within those areas. 

 
The unpermitted development disrupted habitat values by introducing increased amounts of 
concrete rubble and sediment into Las Pulgas Creek.  The concrete rubble on the canyon slope 
will continue to slide into and impact the stream if it is not removed or otherwise prevented from 
doing so. The concrete will eventually settle in the creek, hardening the natural composition of 
the creek bottom and bank habitat.  Armoring a creek bed accelerates degradation of habitat by 
altering natural stream flows. The dumped dirt also negatively impacts the habitat value of the 
stream. Increased sediments in a natural creek cover pebbly substrates and aquatic vegetation, 
thus eliminating habitat and food sources for wildlife in riparian areas.  Further, the deposited 
dirt smothered native vegetation that comprised valuable habitat along the stream banks and 
provided cooling shade for the creek. In addition to impacting vegetation already present at the 
site, disturbance created by introduction of a large amount of soil foreign to the site discourages 
the regeneration of native vegetation and invites the invasion of non-native plants into a sensitive 
riparian area.  Recognizing this, Rancho Pulgas, in its proposal to plant the stream bank which 
would ultimately be the site of the unpermitted development, stated that native cover, once 
established, will slow down and reduce the spread of non-native species.  The dumping of fill 
into the riparian area and Las Pulgas Creek disturbed this ESHA.  Therefore, the unpermitted 
development is inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. 
 
Furthermore, the terms and conditions of CDP No. 5-98-301, including the planting plan 
proposed by Rancho Pulgas, were designed to minimize impacts to ESHA.  As discussed above, 
the deposition of fill was not in compliance with the terms and conditions of CDP No. 5-98-301. 
 
Coastal Act Section 30240(b) states:  
 

Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and 
recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly 
degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat and 
recreation areas.  

 
The unpermitted development was placed in ESHA and on the slopes of the canyon, immediately 
adjacent to ESHA.  Since the dirt and rubble was not consolidated, the dirt and rubble eroded and 
traveled from the upper slopes of the canyon into the riparian area, thus causing negative impacts 
to sensitive riparian and stream habitat, as explained above. Therefore, the unpermitted 
development is also inconsistent with Section 30240(b) of the Coastal Act. 
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 Section 30253 – Minimization of Adverse Impacts  
 
The unpermitted development is inconsistent with Coastal Act Section 30253, which provides in 
relevant part: 

 
New development shall: 
 
 (2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute 
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area 
or in any way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter 
natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs… 
  

The dumping and consequent vegetation removal left substantial areas of bare soil and debris on 
a steep slope.  Such bare areas and the armoring effect of debris upon the creek banks and bed 
will contribute significantly to the erosion at the site and downstream.  Further, due to increased 
erosion caused by loss of vegetative cover on the stream banks and canyon slope above and the 
armoring effect of concrete rubble on a stream, the structural integrity of the stream banks will 
be degraded. Therefore, the unpermitted development is not consistent with Section 30253 of the 
Coastal Act. 
 
In summary, the unpermitted development is inconsistent with the Coastal Act in that it degraded 
water quality inconsistent with Section 30231, it disturbed sensitive riparian and stream habitat 
inconsistent with Section 30240, and contributed significantly to erosion inconsistent with 
Section 30253. 
 
The proposed Orders will require removal of concrete rubble from the canyon slope and riparian 
area and revegetation of the impacted area with native plants. The work required by the Orders 
would protect the habitat value of the canyon slope and riparian area, enhance water quality, and 
contribute to the stability of the canyon slope and stream banks. Therefore the Orders will 
restore, to the extent feasible, the resources impacted by the unpermitted development and 
protected under the Coastal Act and, as recommended, are consistent with Sections 30240, 
30231, and 30253 of the Coastal Act. 
 

iv. Unpermitted Development is Causing Continuing Resource Damage 
 
The unpermitted development is causing continuing resource damage. As defined in Section 
13190 of the Commission’s regulations:  
 
Section 13190(a) of the Commission’s regulations defines the term “resource” as it is used in 
Section 30811 of the Coastal Act as follows: 

 
‘Resource’ means any resource which is afforded protection under the policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, including but not limited to public access, marine and other 
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aquatic resources, environmentally sensitive wildlife habitat, and the visual quality of 
coastal areas. 

 
The term “damage” in the context of Restoration Order proceedings is defined in Section 
13190(b) as follows: 

 
‘Damage’ means any degradation or other reduction in quality, abundance, or other 
quantitative or qualitative characteristic of the resource as compared to the condition the 
resource was in before it was disturbed by unpermitted development.  

 
Here, the resource damage is degradation of ESHA, the water quality of Las Pulgas Creek, the 
structural integrity of the canyon slope and stream banks, caused by the presence of unpermitted 
fill material.  
 

‘Continuing’, when used to describe ‘resource damage’, means such damage which 
continues to occur as of the date of issuance of the Restoration Order.   

 
The unpermitted development remains on the subject property.  As described in the resource 
sections above, the unpermitted development is causing damage to resources protected by the 
Coastal Act that continue to occur as of the date of this proceeding.   
 
The unpermitted development is causing the ongoing adverse impacts to coastal resources that 
are described above.  For the time that the unpermitted development remains on the subject 
property, continuing resource damage will continue to occur.  Thus, continuing resource damage 
is occurring, and the Commission has the authority to issue a Restoration Order under Coastal 
Act Section 30811. 
 
E. Orders are Consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act 
 
The Orders attached to this staff report are consistent with the resource protection policies found 
in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.  The Orders require Respondents to cease and desist from 
maintaining unpermitted development and from conducting further unpermitted development on 
the subject property.  In addition, the Orders require and authorize Respondents to restore the 
riparian and coastal sage scrub habitats that were impacted by the unpermitted activity by 
removing concrete rubble and by planting the area with plant species native to southern 
California riparian and coastal sage scrub habitats. Therefore, the Consent Orders are consistent 
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.   
 
F. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)  
 
The Commission finds that issuance of Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders to compel the 
removal of concrete rubble and restoration of the property is exempt and categorically exempt 
from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act, Cal. Pub. Res. Code 
§§ 21000 et seq., (CEQA) and will not have significant adverse effects on the environment, 
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within the meaning of CEQA.  The Cease and Desist Orders and Restoration Order are exempt 
based on Sections 15060(c)(2) and (3), 15061(b)(2), 15307, 15308 and 15321 of CEQA 
Guidelines (in Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations).   
 
G. Summary of Findings of Fact  
 
1. Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. is the owner of 16421 Pacific Coast Highway, Pacific 

Palisades, City and County of Los Angeles, identified as APN 4414-018-002 (“Subject 
property”). 

 
2. Barry Maiten is the president and representative of Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc.    
 
3. On December 15, 1999, the Commission issued CDP No. 5-98-301 to authorize Rancho 

De Las Pulgas, Inc. to undertake development including repair and replacement of an 
existing 7’10” fence and gate located at the mouth of Las Pulgas Canyon, clearing of 
vegetation from two segments of a concrete-lined flood control channel located on the 
subject property, and planting and maintenance of vegetation along portions of the creek 
bank. The permit included conditions that restricted future streambed alterations, 
vegetation removal within 50 feet of the stream, and future development within the 
streambed.  

 
4. A locked gate at the mouth of the canyon at Pacific Coast Highway restricts access to the 

canyon.  Rancho De Las Pulgas Inc. and Mr. Maiten maintain the lock and control access 
to the canyon. 

 
5. Rancho De Las Pulgas Inc. provided Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering 

Contractor’s Inc. with keys and lock combinations to the canyon gate. 
 
6. Rancho De Las Pulgas Inc., Barry Maiten, Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering 

Contractors, Inc. have undertaken development, as defined by Coastal Act Section 30106, 
at the subject property, consisting of the placement of fill material, including, but not 
limited to dirt, concrete rubble, and construction debris, imported from other unrelated 
properties, in coastal sage scrub and a riparian area containing a blue line stream.   

 
7. No coastal development permit or amendment to a previous coastal development permit 

was issued for the development described in the preceding paragraph. 
 
8. No exemption from the permit requirements of the Coastal Act applies to the unpermitted 

development on the subject property. 
 
9. The unpermitted development is a violation of the Coastal Act. 
 
10. The unpermitted development violates Special Conditions #1 and #3 Coastal 

Development Permit No. 5-98-301 and is, therefore, inconsistent with this CDP. 
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11. On August 5, 2005 Commission staff informed Rancho De Las Pulgas and Barry Maiten 

that pursuant to Title 14, California Code of Regulations, Section 13191(a), the 
Commission intended to initiate cease and desist and restoration order proceedings 
against them, and outlined steps in the cease and desist and restoration order process. 

 
12. On August 12, 2005 Commission staff informed Robert Holcomb and Holcomb 

Engineering that pursuant to Title 14, California Code of Regulations, Section 13191(a), 
the Commission intended to initiate cease and desist and restoration order proceedings 
against them, and outlined steps in the cease and desist and restoration order process. 

 
13. The unpermitted development is inconsistent with the policies set forth in Sections 

30240, 30231 and 30253 of the Coastal Act.   
 
14. The unpermitted development is causing “ongoing resource damage” within the meaning 

of Section 30811 of the Coastal Act and Section 13190, Title 14, California Code of 
Regulations. 

 
15. A Notice of Violation of the Coastal Act has been recorded against the subject property. 
 
H. Respondents’ Defenses 
 
Mr. Maiten, the president of Rancho Pulgas, has offered to settle this matter amicably with the 
Commission, and has signed a Consent Cease and Desist Order and Consent Restoration Order.  
Therefore, this section does not apply to Mr. Maiten or Rancho Pulgas.  Rancho Pulgas agreed to 
Consent Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders whereby they agreed to not contest the 
issuance and enforceability of the Consent Orders. 
 
Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering did not agree to settle, nor did they sign a consent 
order.  Section 13181(a) of the Commissions Regulations states, in part: 

 
“The notice of intent shall be accompanied by a ‘statement of defense form’ that 
conforms to the format attached to these regulations as Appendix A.  The person(s) to 
whom such notice is given shall complete and return the statement of defense form to the 
Commission by the date specified therein, which date shall be no earlier than 20 days 
from transmittal of the notice of intent.”   

 
Holcomb Engineering was provided the opportunity to identify its defenses to issuance of the 
Orders in a written Statement of Defense (“SOD”), as provided in the Commission’s regulations, 
but has failed to do so.  As of the date of this report, Holcomb Engineering has not responded to 
the allegations as set forth in the August 12, 2005 NOI.  The final date for submittal of the SOD 
was September 12, 2005.  Holcomb Engineering did not submit the SOD by the September 12, 
2005 deadline, did not request additional time to do so, and did not submit even an untimely 
defense statement since that time. The SOD is required by the Coastal Act regulations so as to 
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enable the Executive Director to prepare a recommendation to the Commission as required by 
Section 13183 of the Commission’s Regulations that includes rebuttal evidence to matters raised 
in the SOD and summarizes any unresolved issues.  The completion of Section 13181’s 
statement of defense form is mandatory. Since Holcomb Engineering did not submit an SOD, 
Holcomb Engineering has waived its right to present defenses for the Commission’s 
consideration in this matter. 
 
Although Holcomb Engineering did not submit an SOD at all, as required by the regulations, as a 
courtesy, Commission staff has nonetheless  responded to statements made by Holcomb 
Engineering in August 12, 2005 and December 29, 2005 letters.  The following paragraphs 
present statements made by Holcomb Engineering and the Commission’s responses to those 
statements.  
 
1. Holcomb Engineering’s Defense 
 

“Trucks belonging to Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc., did travel across the 
Las Pulgas property to access Mr. Pizzuli’s property, but no trucks of Holcomb 
Engineering Contractors dumped concrete or sand on the Las Pulgas site. ” 

 
CCC Response: 
 
This statement in an August 12, 2005 letter directly contradicts an admission made by Mr. 
Holcomb soon after the unpermitted development subject to these Orders occurred that he 
dumped fill on the property hauled from a construction project in Malibu by Holcomb 
Engineering.  Steve Hudson, then the Coastal Commission’s Southern California Enforcement 
Supervisor, contacted Mr. Holcomb by telephone regarding this issue on July 18, 2003. During 
that conversation, Mr. Holcomb stated that he had placed fill on the road shoulder and canyon 
slope to shore up the road as the stream bank below eroded.   
 
2. Holcomb Engineering’s Defense 
 

“In the past, Holcomb Engineering Contractors has parked trucks on the site and 
has done road grating [sic] and maintenance of the property, but this was several 
years ago. There has been no work of any nature done by Holcomb Engineering 
Contractors that would have involved dumping concrete rubble or dirt fill on the 
property.” 

 
CCC Response: 
 
This statement appears to be implying that dumping did not occur in conjunction with any other 
work on the property.  However, even if the dumping was not associated with any other work on 
the property, isolated dumping would still constitute unpermitted development and development 
in violation of the existing permit.  It does not matter, for example, whether the unpermitted fill 
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originated on the subject property or was brought onto the property; many development projects 
require the exportation of fill, and some require the importation of fill.   
 
In fact, when the unpermitted development occurred, Holcomb Engineering had recently 
contracted with a property owner in Malibu to remove gunite from that property and dispose of 
it. The materials dumped at the subject site could have come from the Malibu site and been 
associated with that project.  Finally, to the extent this statement is a general denial of any 
dumping on the property, the Commission’s response to point 1 applies here and is hereby 
incorporated as if set forth in full here as a response to this point. 
 
3. Holcomb Engineering’s Defense 
 

“Several times when visiting the property, Mr. Holcomb saw that the lock was 
broken and other vehicles had traversed the dirt road, as was evidenced by the tire 
marks.” 

 
CCC Response: 
 
Rancho Pulgas has indicated to the Commission that in an effort to maintain the security of the 
canyon, it installed a new locked fence at the mouth of the canyon in 1996. Rancho Pulgas stated 
that it continually maintains the fence and gate and considers the canyon to be very secure.   
 
Regardless of the state of the gate, the amount of fill dumped at the site indicates use of the site 
for a large-scale operation, not a covert attempt to break-in and scatter a load of dirt, as Holcomb 
Engineering seems to imply might be the case.  Numerous trucks were witnessed openly 
dumping dirt at the subject site in daylight.  These trucks traveled several hundred yards up the 
canyon before dumping their loads.  Also, the large amount of fill placed precisely at the point at 
which Las Pulgas Creek is eroding the canyon road suggests that the dirt was dumped with the 
objective of armoring the access road, which would not be the objective of a trespasser seeking 
to simply dispose of unwanted dirt. Most significantly though, as noted above, in response to 
point 1, which response is hereby incorporated as if set forth in full here, Mr. Holcomb admitted 
dumping fill on the canyon slope and creek.  
 
 
4.  Holcomb Engineering’s Defense 
 
 “Whatever Robert Holcomb may or may not have done at the subject site, it was 
 done by Robert Holcomb as an individual, and not as a representative of 
 Holcomb Engineering Contractors.” 
 
CCC Response: 
 
When Robert Holcomb admitted his involvement in the unpermitted activity to staff in 2003, he 
indicated that the source of the dumped construction material was a construction project located 
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on Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu. Commission records show that this project involved the 
removal of construction debris, including concrete rubble, from the property.  Moreover, 
Holcomb Engineering and the owners of 2 properties on Pacific Coast Highway entered a 
contract for demolition and removal of all gunite, shrubs and debris necessary to complete the 
work.  The contract specifically states that Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc., will “legally 
dispose of debris” and “any material from our demolition work becomes the property of 
Holcomb Engineering Contractors Inc.” This project was underway at the same time the 
construction debris was dumped in Las Pulgas Creek. 
 
Commission records also indicate that Mr. Holcomb signs documents on behalf of Holcomb 
Engineering and that Mr. Holcomb provides the corporate address and phone number as his 
personal contact information.  In conversations with staff, Mr. Holcomb has stated that he was 
speaking to us on behalf of both the corporation and himself as an individual.  
 
 
Staff recommends that the Commission issue the following Consent Cease and Desist and 
Restoration Order to Rancho Pulgas and Cease and Desist Order to Robert Holcomb and 
Holcomb Engineering. 
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CONSENT CEASE AND DESIST ORDER CCC-08-CD-05 AND 
CONSENT RESTORATION ORDER CCC-08-RO-02 
 
1.0 CONSENT CEASE AND DESIST ORDER CCC-08-CD-05 
 

Pursuant to its authority under Public Resources Code § 30810, the California Coastal 
Commission (“Commission”) hereby authorizes and orders Barry Maiten, in his capacity 
as President of Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc, and Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc., all their 
successors, assigns, employees, agents, and contractors; and any persons acting in concert 
with any of the foregoing (“Respondents”) to: 1) cease and desist from engaging in any 
further development on the property identified in Section 6.0, below (“subject property”), 
unless authorized pursuant to the Coastal Act or specifically required under the Consent 
Orders to effectuate the terms and conditions of these Consent Orders, and 2) to remove 
the unpermitted development at issue in this matter, as described in Section 7.0 and in the 
document entitled “Notice of Intent to Commence Proceedings Under the Coastal Act, 
consisting of fill placed within and adjacent to environmentally-sensitive riparian and 
coastal sage scrub habitat, in accordance with the procedures set forth in Section 3 below.  
Through the execution of Consent Cease and Desist Order No CCC-08-CD-05, 
Respondents agree to comply with its terms and conditions.   

 
2.0 CONSENT RESTORATION ORDER CCC-08-RO-02 

 
Pursuant to its authority under Public Resource Code §30811, the Commission hereby 
orders and authorizes Respondents to restore the subject property as described in Section 
3.0, below.  Through the execution of Consent Restoration Order CCC-08-RO-02, 
Respondents agree to comply with its terms and conditions. 

 
3.0 TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
3.1 Within 30 days of issuance of these Consent Orders, Respondents shall submit, according 

to the procedure set forth under Section 3.4, for the review and approval of the Executive 
Director of the Commission (“Executive Director”) a Restoration Plan (“Restoration 
Plan”).  Respondents and Commission staff agree to continue working cooperatively, 
with the assistance of Compliance Biology, Inc., to complete and approve a Restoration 
Plan that complies with the terms and conditions of these Consent Orders.  The 
Restoration Plan will contain a removal plan and a revegetation plan, which will outline 
the removal of the cited unpermitted development and the restoration and revegetation of 
a natural riparian and coastal sage scrub ecosystem on the subject property where the 
unpermitted activity occurred.  The Restoration Plan shall include the following 
components and satisfy the following criteria: 

 
A. General Terms and Conditions  
 
1. The Restoration Plan shall outline all removal, restoration, and revegetation, in 
accordance with sections 3.1.B and C below, of the riparian and coastal sage scrub 
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habitat on the subject property that was impacted by the unpermitted activities that are 
the subject of these Consent Orders.   

 
2. The Restoration Plan shall be prepared by a qualified restoration ecologist(s) or 
resource specialist(s) (“Specialist”), and shall include a description of the education, 
training, and experience of said Specialist.  A qualified Specialist for this project shall 
have experience successfully completing restoration or revegetation (using California 
native plant species) of riparian and coastal sage scrub habitats, preferably in the Pacific 
Palisades region of Los Angeles County.  
 
3.  The Restoration Plan shall include a schedule/timeline of restoration activities and 
identification of the parties who will be conducting the activities.  The Restoration 
procedures included in the final Restoration Plan (prepared by the Specialist),  and as 
approved by the Executive Director, shall be utilized.  If these procedures require 
planting to occur at a certain time of year beyond the deadlines set forth herein, the 
Executive Director may, at the written request of Respondents, extend the deadlines as 
set forth in Section 13.0 of the Consent Orders in order to achieve optimal growth of the 
vegetation. 

 
4. The Restoration Plan shall include a detailed description of all equipment to be used.  
Hand tools shall be utilized unless the Specialist demonstrates to the satisfaction of the 
Executive Director that mechanized equipment is needed and will not significantly 
impact resources protected under the Coastal Act.  The Restoration Plan shall designate 
areas for staging of any construction equipment and materials, including receptacles and 
temporary stockpiles of graded materials, all of which shall be covered on a daily basis.  
The Restoration Plan shall include the hours of operation for all equipment and a 
contingency plan that addresses: 1) impacts from equipment use, including disruption of 
areas where revegetation and occurs and responses thereto; 2) potential spills of fuel or 
other hazardous releases that may result from the use of mechanized equipment and 
responses thereto; and 3) any water quality concerns. 

 
5. The Restoration Plan shall identify the location of the disposal site(s) for the disposal 
of all materials removed from the site and all waste generated during restoration activities 
pursuant to the Consent Orders.  If a disposal site is located in the Coastal Zone and is 
not an existing sanitary landfill, a Coastal Development Permit is required.  All 
hazardous waste must be disposed of at a suitable licensed disposal facility.  
 
B.  Removal Plan   

 
1. Respondents shall submit a Removal Plan prepared by a Specialist to remove all 
unpermitted development at issue in this matter, as described in Section 7.0 and in the 
document entitled “Notice of Intent to Commence Proceedings Under the Coastal Act.” 
  
2. The Removal Plan shall provide for removal of all the unauthorized development 
described in Section 7.0.  The Plan shall include a site plan showing all existing concrete 
rubble at the site and all rubble to be removed.  If Respondents assert that it is not 
feasible to remove some of the concrete rubble, the Plan shall include an analysis and 
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determination of a licensed engineer regarding such assertion.  Such assertions will be 
subject to the review and approval of the Executive Director, and the Plan must include 
removal of all unauthorized development identified in Section 5.1, except for any 
concrete rubble that the Executive Director agrees cannot feasibly be removed.  

 
3. Removal activities shall not disturb areas surrounding the planting area or disturb 
native vegetation within the planting area.   

C.  Revegetation Plan 
 
1. Respondents shall submit a Revegetation Plan.  The Revegetation Plan shall include 
detailed descriptions, including graphic representations, narrative reports, and 
photographic evidence as necessary, of the vegetation on the subject property prior to any 
unpermitted activities undertaken on the subject property, and the current state of the 
subject property. The Revegetation Plan shall demonstrate that the areas impacted by the 
unpermitted development on the subject property will be restored using planting of 
species endemic to and appropriate for this site, including riparian and coastal sage scrub 
species where appropriate. 
 
2. The Revegetation Plan shall show all existing vegetation.  The vegetation planted on 
the subject property shall consist only of native, non-invasive plants endemic to southern 
California riparian and coastal sage scrub communities.  All plantings used shall consist 
of native plants that were propagated from plants as close as possible to the subject 
property, in order to preserve the genetic integrity of the flora in and adjacent to the 
planting area. 
 
3. The Revegetation Plan shall identify the natural habitat type that is the model for the 
restoration and describe the desired relative abundance of particular species in each 
vegetation layer.  Based on these goals, the plan shall identify the species that are to be 
planted (plant “palette”), and provide a rationale for and describe the size and number of 
container plants and the rate and method of seed application.  The Revegetation Plan 
shall indicate that plant propagules should come from local native stock.  If plants, 
cuttings, or seed are obtained from a nursery, the nursery must certify that they are of 
local origin and are not cultivars and the Revegetation Plan shall provide specifications 
for preparation of nursery stock (e.g., container size & shape to develop proper root form, 
hardening techniques, watering regime, etc.).  Technical details of planting methods (e.g., 
spacing, micorrhyzal inoculation, etc.) shall also be included. 
 
4. The Revegetation Plan shall address all areas impacted by the unpermitted 
development listed in Section 7.0 on the subject property (hereinafter "Planting Area").  
The Revegetation Plan shall include a detailed description of the methods that shall be 
utilized to restore the habitat on the subject property to that which existed prior to the 
unpermitted development, and demonstrate that these methods will result in riparian and 
coastal sage scrub vegetation on the subject property with a similar plant density, total 
cover and species composition as that typical of an undisturbed riparian and coastal sage 
scrub area in the surrounding area within five years from the initiation of revegetation 
activities.  This section shall include a detailed description of reference site(s) including 
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rationale for selection, location, and species composition.  The reference sites shall be 
located as close as possible to the restoration areas, shall be similar in all relevant 
respects, and shall provide the standard for measuring success of the restoration under the 
Consent Orders.  
 
5.  The Revegetation Plan shall include a map showing the type, size, and location of all 
plant materials that will be planted in the Planting Area; the location of all invasive and 
non-native plants to be removed from the Planting Area; the topography of the site all 
other landscape features; the location of reference sites; and the location of photograph 
sites, which will provide reliable photographic evidence for monitoring reports.  
 
6. The Revegetation Plan shall include a schedule for installation of plants and removal 
of invasive and/or non-native plants and a detailed explanation of the performance 
standards that will be utilized to determine the success of the restoration.  The 
performance standards shall identify that “x” native species appropriate to the habitat 
should be present, each with at least “y” percent cover or with a density of at least “y” / 
square meter.  The description of restoration success analysis shall be described in 
sufficient detail to enable an independent specialist to duplicate it. 
 
7. Respondents shall not employ invasive plant species, which could supplant native plant 
species, on the subject property.  The Revegetation Plan shall demonstrate that all non-
native vegetation within the areas subject to revegetation and those areas that are 
identified as being subject to disturbance as a result of the restoration and revegetation 
activities will be eradicated.  The Revegetation Plan shall indicate that all non-native 
plant species will be removed from the Planting Area prior to any revegetation activities 
on the subject property. 

8.  The Revegetation Plan shall describe the proposed use of artificial inputs, such as 
watering or fertilization, including the full range of amounts of the inputs that may be 
utilized.  The minimum amount necessary to support the establishment of the plantings 
for successful restoration shall be utilized.  No permanent irrigation system is allowed on 
the subject property.  Temporary above ground irrigation to provide for the establishment 
of the plantings is allowed for a maximum of three years or until the revegetation has 
become established, whichever occurs first.  If, after the three-year time limit, the 
revegetation has not established itself, the Executive Director may allow for the 
continued use of the temporary irrigation system until such time as the revegetation is 
established. 

9. Revegetation of the Planting Area shall be undertaken using accepted planting 
procedures required by the restoration ecologist or resource specialist.  Such planting 
procedures may suggest that planting would best occur during a certain time of the year.  
If so, and if this necessitates a change in the planting schedule, the deadline to implement 
the Revegetation Plan may be extended as provided for under the provisions of Section 
13.0, herein. 
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10. The Restoration Plan shall specify the methods to be used during and after restoration 
to stabilize the soil and make it capable of supporting native vegetation.  Such methods 
shall not include the placement of retaining walls or other permanent structures, grout, 
geogrid or similar materials.  Any soil stabilizers identified for erosion control shall be 
compatible with native plant recruitment and establishment.  The Revegetation Plan shall 
specify the type and location of erosion control measures that shall be installed on the 
subject property and maintained until the impacted areas have been revegetated to 
minimize erosion and transport of sediment.  Such measures shall be provided at all times 
of the year for at least three years or until the plantings have been established, whichever 
occurs first, and then shall be removed or eliminated by Respondents. 

11. The Revegetation Plan shall describe the monitoring and maintenance methodology 
and shall include the following provisions: 
 
a. The Restoration Plan shall include maintenance and monitoring methodology, 
including sampling procedures, sampling frequency, and contingency plans to address 
potential problems with restoration activities or unsuccessful restoration of the area.  
Monitoring and maintenance activities shall be conducted in a way that does not impact 
the sensitive resources on the subject property or on adjacent properties.  Any impacts 
shall be remedied by the Respondents to ensure successful restoration.      
 
b. Respondents shall submit, according to the procedure set forth under Section 3.4, on an 
annual basis for a period of five years (no later than December 31st of each year) a written 
report, for the review and approval of the Executive Director, prepared by a qualified 
Specialist, evaluating compliance with the approved Revegetation Plan.  The annual 
reports shall include further recommendations and requirements for additional restoration 
activities, as necessary, in order for the project to meet the objectives of the Revegetation 
Plan.  These reports shall also include photographs taken annually from the same pre-
designated locations (as identified on the map submitted pursuant to Section 3.C.4) 
indicating the progress of recovery in the Planting Area. 
 
c. At the end of the five-year period, Respondents shall submit, according to the 
procedure set forth under Section 3.4,  a final detailed report prepared by a qualified 
Specialist for the review and approval of the Executive Director.  If this report indicates 
that the restoration project has in part, or in whole, been unsuccessful, based on the 
approved Restoration Plan, Respondents shall submit a revised or supplemental plan to 
compensate for those portions of the original program that were not successful.  The 
Executive Director shall determine if the revised or supplemental restoration plan must be 
processed as a CDP, a new Restoration Order, or a modification of these Consent Orders.  
Respondents shall implement the approved plan. 
 

3.2 Upon approval of the Restoration Plan (including the Removal and Revegetation Plans) 
by the Executive Director, Respondents shall fully implement each plan pursuant to the 
approved schedule, with all restoration to be completed as early as possible pursuant to 
recommendations by the consulting Specialist.  Unless the approved Restoration Plan 
provides otherwise, the restoration work shall be completed no later than 45 days after 
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the approval of the Restoration Plan.  The Executive Director may extend this deadline or 
modify the approved schedule for good cause pursuant to Section 13.0 of the Consent 
Orders. 
 

3.3 Within 30 days of the completion of the work described in the Removal Plan (Section 
3.1B), Respondents shall submit to the Executive Director, according to the procedure set 
forth under Section 3.4, a report documenting the removal work on the subject property.  
This report shall include a summary of dates when work was performed and photographs 
that show implementation of the Removal Plan, as well as photographs of the subject 
property before and after the concrete removal required by the Removal Plan was 
completed.   

3.4 All plans, reports, photographs and any other materials required by these Consent Orders 
shall be sent to: 

 California Coastal Commission 
 Attn: Andrew Willis  
 200 Oceangate, 10th Floor 
 Long Beach, CA 90802 
Phone: (562) 590-5071, Facsimile (562) 590-5084 

3.5 All work to be performed under the Consent Orders shall be done in compliance with all 
applicable laws. 

 
4.0 REVISIONS OF DELIVERABLES 
 

If the Executive Director determines that revisions to deliverables required under these 
Consent Orders are necessary, the Respondents shall revise the deliverables consistent 
with the Executive Director's specifications, and resubmit them for further review and 
approval by the Executive Director.  All submittals of revised deliverables shall be made 
within ten days of receipt of a modification request from the Executive Director.  The 
Executive Director may extend the time for these submittals upon a written request and a 
showing of good cause, pursuant to Section 13.0 of the Consent Orders.   
 

5.0 PERSONS SUBJECT TO THE CONSENT ORDERS 
 

Barry Maiten, as President of Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc., and Rancho De Las Pulgas 
Inc., all their successors, assigns, employees, agents, and contractors, and any persons 
acting in concert with any of the foregoing are jointly and severally subject to all the 
requirements of these Consent Orders, and shall undertake the work required herein. 

 
6.0       IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY 
 

The property that is subject to these Consent Orders is described as follows: 
 
16421 Pacific Coast Highway, Pacific Palisades, City and County of Los Angeles, 
Assessor’s Parcel Number 4414-018-002.  

 
7.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALLEGED COASTAL ACT VIOLATION 
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Unpermitted development, as described in Section 7.0 and in the document entitled 
“Notice of Intent to Commence Proceedings Under the Coastal Act, which consists of the 
placement of imported fill material, including, but not limited to concrete rubble, 
construction debris, and dirt in environmentally-sensitive riparian and coastal sage scrub 
habitat.   

 
8.0 COMMISSION JURISDICTION 
 

The Commission has jurisdiction over resolution of this alleged Coastal Act violation 
pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 30810 and 30811. Respondents shall not 
contest the Commission’s jurisdiction to issue and enforce these Orders. 

9.0 NONSUBMISSION OF STATEMENT OF DEFENSE 

In light of the intent of the parties to resolve these matters in settlement, and without an 
admission of wrongdoing, Respondents have not submitted a “Statement of Defense” 
form as provided for in Section 13181 and 13191 of Title 14 of the California Code of 
Regulations and have agreed not to contest the legal and factual bases and the terms and 
issuance of these Consent Orders, including the allegations of Coastal Act violations 
contained in the Notice of Intent to issue a Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order 
August 5, 2005 (NOI). Specifically, Respondents have agreed not to contest the issuance 
or enforcement of these Consent Orders at a public hearing or any other proceeding.  
Respondents have also agreed that all jurisdictional elements have been met for the 
issuance of these Consent Orders.   

10.0 EFFECTIVE DATE AND TERMS OF THE CONSENT ORDERS 
 
 The effective date of these Consent Orders is the date these Consent Orders are issued by 

the Commission.  The Consent Orders shall remain in effect permanently unless and until 
rescinded by the Commission. 

 
11.0 FINDINGS 
 
 These Consent Orders are issued on the basis of the findings adopted by the Commission, 

as set forth in the document entitled “Findings for Consent Cease and Desist and 
Restoration Orders.” The activities authorized and required in these Consent Orders are 
consistent with the resource protection policies set forth in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.  
The Commission has authorized the activities required in these Consent Orders as being 
consistent with the resource protection policies set forth in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.   

 
12.0 SETTLEMENT/COMPLIANCE OBLIGATION 
 
12.1 In light of the intent of the parties to resolve these matters in settlement, Respondents 

shall pay a monetary settlement in the amount of $40,002 in bi-annual payments of 
$6,667 over 3 years.  The settlement monies shall be deposited in the Violation 
Remediation Account of the California Coastal Conservancy Fund (see Public Resources 
Code Section 30823).  Respondents shall submit the first settlement payment within 30 
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days of issuance of these Consent Orders to the attention of Andrew Willis of the 
Commission, payable to the California Coastal Commission/Coastal Conservancy 
Violation Remediation Account.   

  
12.2 Strict compliance with these Consent Orders by all parties subject thereto is required.  

Failure to comply with any term or condition of these Consent Orders, including any 
deadline contained in these Consent Orders, unless the Executive Director grants an 
extension under Section 13.0, will constitute a violation of these Consent Orders and 
shall result in Respondents being liable for stipulated penalties in the amount of $250 per 
day per violation.  Respondents shall pay stipulated penalties within 15 days of receipt of 
written demand by the Commission for such penalties, regardless of whether 
Respondents have subsequently complied. If Respondents violate these Consent Orders, 
nothing in this agreement shall be construed as prohibiting, altering, or in any way 
limiting the ability of the Commission to seek any other remedies available, including the 
imposition of civil penalties and other remedies pursuant to Public Resources Code 
Sections 30821.6, 30822 and 30820 as a result of the lack of compliance with the 
Consent Orders and for the underlying Coastal Act violations as described herein. 

 
13.0 DEADLINES 
  
 Prior to the expiration of the deadlines established by these Consent Orders, Respondents 

may request from the Executive Director an extension of the deadlines contained herein. 
Such a request shall be made in writing at least 10 days in advance of the deadline and 
directed to Andrew Willis in the Commission’s Long Beach office.  The Executive 
Director shall grant an extension of deadlines upon a showing of good cause, if the 
Executive Director determines that Respondents have diligently worked to comply with 
their obligations under these Consent Orders, but cannot meet deadlines due to 
unforeseen circumstances beyond their control. 

 
14.0 SITE ACCESS  
 
 Respondents shall provide access to the subject property at all reasonable times to 

Commission staff and any agency having jurisdiction over the work being performed 
under these Consent Orders.  Nothing in these Consent Orders is intended to limit in any 
way the right of entry or inspection that any agency may otherwise have by operation of 
any law.  The Commission staff may enter and move freely about the portions of the 
subject property on which the violations are located, and on adjacent areas of the property 
to view the areas where development is being performed pursuant to the requirements of 
the Consent Orders for purposes including but not limited to inspecting records, operating 
logs, and contracts relating to the site and overseeing, inspecting and reviewing the 
progress of Respondents in carrying out the terms of these Consent Orders. 

15.0 GOVERNMENT LIABILITIES 

 Neither the State of California, the Commission, nor its employees shall be liable for 
injuries or damages to persons or property resulting from acts or omissions by 
Respondents in carrying out activities pursuant to these Consent Orders, nor shall the 
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State of California, the Commission or its employees be held as a party to any contract 
entered into by Respondents or their agents in carrying out activities pursuant to these 
Consent Orders.   

16.0 WAIVER OF RIGHT TO APPEAL AND SEEK STAY 

 Persons against whom the Commission issues a Cease and Desist and/or Restoration 
Order have the right pursuant to Section 30803(b) of the Coastal Act to seek a stay of the 
Order.  However, pursuant to the agreement of the parties as set forth in these Consent 
Orders, Respondents hereby waive whatever right they may have to seek a stay or to 
challenge the issuance and enforceability of these Consent Orders in a court of law.   

17.0 SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS 

 The Commission and Respondents agree that these Consent Orders settle the 
Commission’s monetary claims for relief for those violations of the Coastal Act alleged 
in the NOI occurring prior to the date of the NOI, (specifically including claims for civil 
penalties, fines, or damages under the Coastal Act, including under Public Resources 
Code Sections 30805, 30820, and 30822), with the exception that, if Respondents fail to 
comply with any term or condition of these Consent Orders, the Commission may seek 
monetary or other claims for both the underlying violations of the Coastal Act and for the 
violation of these Consent Orders. In addition, these Consent Orders do not limit the 
Commission from taking enforcement action due to Coastal Act violations at the subject 
property other than those that are the subject of the NOI or these Consent Orders. 

18.0 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS 

 These Consent Orders shall run with the land, binding Respondents and all successors in 
 interest, heirs, assigns, and future owners of the subject property. Respondents shall 
 provide notice to all successors, assigns, and potential purchasers of the subject property 
 of any remaining obligations under these Consent Orders.   

19.0 MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS  

 Except as provided in Section 13.0, these Consent Orders may be amended or modified 
only in accordance with the standards and procedures set forth in Section 13188(b) of the 
Commission’s administrative regulations. 

  
20.0 GOVERNMENTAL JURISDICTION 

 These Consent Orders shall be interpreted, construed, governed and enforced under and 
pursuant to the laws of the State of California. 
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CEASE AND DESIST ORDER NO. CCC-08-CD-06 
(Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc. and Robert Holcomb) 

 
1.0 GENERAL  
 

Pursuant to its authority under Public Resources Code § 30810, the California Coastal 
Commission (“Commission”) hereby authorizes and orders Holcomb Engineering 
Contractors Inc., Robert Holcomb, and their employees, agents, and contractors; and any 
persons acting in concert with any of the foregoing (“Respondents”) to take all actions 
required by Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-07-CD-08 (“Order”) by complying with 
the following conditions:  

 
1.1. Cease and desist from engaging in any further development on the property 

identified in Section 3.0, below (“subject property”), unless authorized pursuant 
to the Coastal Act or specifically required under Cease and Desist Order No. 
CCC-08-CD-05 and Restoration Order CCC-08-RO-02, as issued to Barry Maiten 
and Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. and attached as Appendix A, to effectuate the 
terms and conditions of the Consent Orders; 

 
1.2. Avoid impeding the ability of Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. and/or Barry Maiten to 

perform and carry out the approved Restoration Plan prepared pursuant to CCC-
08-CD-05 and CCC-08-RO-02; 

 
1.3. Cooperate, if necessary, with the implementation of the Restoration Plan prepared 

pursuant to CCC-08-CD-05 and CCC-08-RO-02.   
 

2.0 PERSONS SUBJECT TO THIS ORDER 
 
 Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc., their employees, agents, 

and contractors, and any persons acting in concert with any of the foregoing are jointly 
and severally subject to all the requirements of this Order, and shall abide by the terms 
and conditions set forth herein. 

 
3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY 
 

The property that is subject to this Order is owned by Rancho De Las Pulgas, Inc. and is 
described as follows: 

 
16421 Pacific Coast Highway, Pacific Palisades, City and County of Los Angeles, 
Assessor’s Parcel Number 4414-018-002.  

 
4.0 DESCRIPTION OF ALLEGED COASTAL ACT VIOLATION 
 

Placement of imported fill material, including, but not limited to, dirt, concrete rubble, 
and construction debris, in environmentally-sensitive riparian and coastal sage scrub 
habitat.   

 
5.0 COMMISSION JURISDICTION 
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The Commission has jurisdiction over resolution of this alleged Coastal Act violation 
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30810.  

6.0 EFFECTIVE DATE AND TERMS OF THIS ORDER 

The effective date of this Order is the date this Order is issued by the Commission.  The 
Order shall remain in effect permanently unless and until rescinded by the Commission. 

 
7.0 FINDINGS 
 
 This Order is issued on the basis of the findings adopted by the Commission at its May 

2008 hearing, as set forth in the document entitled “Findings for Cease and Desist and 
Restoration Orders.” The activities authorized and required in this Order are consistent 
with the resource protection policies set forth in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.     

 
8.0 COMPLIANCE OBLIGATION 
 

Strict compliance with this Order by all parties subject hereto is required.  Public 
Resources Code Sections 30803 and 30805 authorize the Commission to initiate litigation 
to seek injunctive relief and an award of civil penalties, respectively, in response to any 
violation of the Coastal Act.  Section 30820(a) provides for civil liability of $500 to 
$30,000 to be imposed on anyone who undertakes development that is inconsistent with a 
previously issued CDP or is performed without a CDP.  Section 30820(b) provides that 
additional civil liability may be imposed on any person who knowingly and intentionally 
undertakes development that is inconsistent with a previously issued CDP or is performed 
without a CDP.  Penalties under Section 30820(b) range from $1,000 to $15,000 per day 
for each day in which the violation persists.  Pursuant to Section 30821.6, if it is 
determined that an order issued by the Commission has been violated, the violator may 
be liable for penalties of up to $6,000 per day for every day the violation of the order 
continues. Section 30822 allows a court to award exemplary penalties when it is 
determined that additional deterrence is necessary to ensure compliance with the Coastal 
Act. 

 
9.0 GOVERNMENT LIABILITIES 
 

Neither the State of California, the Commission, nor its employees shall be liable for 
injuries or damages to persons or property resulting from acts or omissions by 
Respondents in carrying out activities pursuant to this Order, nor shall the State of 
California, the Commission or its employees be held as a party to any contract entered 
into by Respondents or their agents in carrying out activities pursuant to this Order.   

 
10.0 APPEAL AND ORDER ENFORCEMENT 
 

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30803(b), any person or entity against whom 
this Order is issued may file a petition with the Superior Court for a stay of this Order.  
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30803(a), any person may maintain an action 
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for declaratory and equitable relied to restrain any violation of the Coastal Act or of a 
cease and desist order issued thereunder.  

11.0 MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS  

 Except as provided in Section 9.0, this Order may be amended or modified only in 
accordance with the standards and procedures set forth in Section 13188(b) of the 
Commission’s administrative regulations. 

  
12.0 GOVERNMENTAL JURISDICTION 

 This Order shall be interpreted, construed, governed and enforced under and pursuant to 
the laws of the State of California. 

 
13.0     LIMITATION OF AUTHORITY 
 

Except as expressly provided herein, nothing in this Order shall limit or restrict the 
exercise of the Commission’s enforcement authority pursuant to Chapter 9 of the Coastal 
Act, including the authority to require and enforce compliance with this Order. 

  
14.0 INTEGRATION 
 
 This Order constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and may not be amended, 

supplemented, or modified except as provided for in Section 13.0 of this Order. 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED: 
 
On behalf of Respondents: 
 
 
 
_____________________________________  ________________ 
Holcomb Engineering Contractors, Inc.   Date 
 
 
 
_____________________________________  ________________ 
Robert Holcomb      Date 
 
 
Executed in Marina Del Rey, California on behalf of the California Coastal Commission: 
 
 
 
_____________________________________  ________________ 
Peter Douglas, Executive Director    Date 
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Exhibit  
Number   Description  
 
1.  Site Map and Location.  
2. Aerial Photograph of Site Location 
3.  Photograph of Unpermitted Fill in Canyon  
4.  Photograph of Concrete Rubble and Invasive Plants on Slope  
5. Notice of Violation Letter to Rancho Pulgas dated May 17, 2004 
6.  Notice of Violation Letter to Rancho Pulgas dated July 20, 2004 
7.  Notice of Intent to Record a Notice of Violation and to Commence Restoration Order 

Proceedings from Executive Director to Rancho Pulgas, dated August 5, 2005 
8.  Notice of Intent to Commence Restoration Order Proceedings from Executive Director to 

Robert Holcomb and Holcomb Engineering dated August 12, 2005 
9. Notice of Violation of the Coastal Act, recorded at Los Angeles County Recorder’s 

Office on October 6, 2005 
10. Restoration Plan Prepared by Compliance Biology dated September 5, 2006 
11. Coastal Development Permit 5-98-301 
12. Letter from Representative of Malibu Landowner regarding Contract with Holcomb 

Engineering to Remove Concrete Rubble dated March 17, 2006 
13. Evidence of Compliance with the Las Pulgas Canyon Basic Maintenance Agreement 

submitted to staff on March 7, 1999 
 



 
 
Exhibit 1: Map of Property Location 
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	C. Legal Standard for Issuance of Cease and Desist Order
	D. Legal Standard for Issuance of Restoration Order
	E. Bases for Issuance of Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders
	The unpermitted development is causing continuing resource damage. As defined in Section 13190 of the Commission’s regulations: 
	2. The Removal Plan shall provide for removal of all the unauthorized development described in Section 7.0.  The Plan shall include a site plan showing all existing concrete rubble at the site and all rubble to be removed.  If Respondents assert that it is not feasible to remove some of the concrete rubble, the Plan shall include an analysis and determination of a licensed engineer regarding such assertion.  Such assertions will be subject to the review and approval of the Executive Director, and the Plan must include removal of all unauthorized development identified in Section 5.1, except for any concrete rubble that the Executive Director agrees cannot feasibly be removed. 
	3. Removal activities shall not disturb areas surrounding the planting area or disturb native vegetation within the planting area.  

	C.  Revegetation Plan
	3.4 All plans, reports, photographs and any other materials required by these Consent Orders shall be sent to:
	4.0 REVISIONS OF DELIVERABLES
	5.0 PERSONS SUBJECT TO THE CONSENT ORDERS

	9.0 NONSUBMISSION OF STATEMENT OF DEFENSE
	In light of the intent of the parties to resolve these matters in settlement, and without an admission of wrongdoing, Respondents have not submitted a “Statement of Defense” form as provided for in Section 13181 and 13191 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations and have agreed not to contest the legal and factual bases and the terms and issuance of these Consent Orders, including the allegations of Coastal Act violations contained in the Notice of Intent to issue a Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order August 5, 2005 (NOI). Specifically, Respondents have agreed not to contest the issuance or enforcement of these Consent Orders at a public hearing or any other proceeding.  Respondents have also agreed that all jurisdictional elements have been met for the issuance of these Consent Orders.  
	10.0 EFFECTIVE DATE AND TERMS OF THE CONSENT ORDERS
	15.0 GOVERNMENT LIABILITIES
	 Neither the State of California, the Commission, nor its employees shall be liable for injuries or damages to persons or property resulting from acts or omissions by Respondents in carrying out activities pursuant to these Consent Orders, nor shall the State of California, the Commission or its employees be held as a party to any contract entered into by Respondents or their agents in carrying out activities pursuant to these Consent Orders.  
	16.0 WAIVER OF RIGHT TO APPEAL AND SEEK STAY
	 Persons against whom the Commission issues a Cease and Desist and/or Restoration Order have the right pursuant to Section 30803(b) of the Coastal Act to seek a stay of the Order.  However, pursuant to the agreement of the parties as set forth in these Consent Orders, Respondents hereby waive whatever right they may have to seek a stay or to challenge the issuance and enforceability of these Consent Orders in a court of law.  
	17.0 SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
	 The Commission and Respondents agree that these Consent Orders settle the Commission’s monetary claims for relief for those violations of the Coastal Act alleged in the NOI occurring prior to the date of the NOI, (specifically including claims for civil penalties, fines, or damages under the Coastal Act, including under Public Resources Code Sections 30805, 30820, and 30822), with the exception that, if Respondents fail to comply with any term or condition of these Consent Orders, the Commission may seek monetary or other claims for both the underlying violations of the Coastal Act and for the violation of these Consent Orders. In addition, these Consent Orders do not limit the Commission from taking enforcement action due to Coastal Act violations at the subject property other than those that are the subject of the NOI or these Consent Orders.
	18.0 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
	 These Consent Orders shall run with the land, binding Respondents and all successors in  interest, heirs, assigns, and future owners of the subject property. Respondents shall  provide notice to all successors, assigns, and potential purchasers of the subject property  of any remaining obligations under these Consent Orders.  
	19.0 MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS 
	 Except as provided in Section 13.0, these Consent Orders may be amended or modified only in accordance with the standards and procedures set forth in Section 13188(b) of the Commission’s administrative regulations.
	 These Consent Orders shall be interpreted, construed, governed and enforced under and pursuant to the laws of the State of California.
	2.0 PERSONS SUBJECT TO THIS ORDER


	3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
	6.0 EFFECTIVE DATE AND TERMS OF THIS ORDER
	The effective date of this Order is the date this Order is issued by the Commission.  The Order shall remain in effect permanently unless and until rescinded by the Commission.
	11.0 MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS 
	 Except as provided in Section 9.0, this Order may be amended or modified only in accordance with the standards and procedures set forth in Section 13188(b) of the Commission’s administrative regulations.
	 This Order shall be interpreted, construed, governed and enforced under and pursuant to the laws of the State of California.
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